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1 Introduction 

 

This document has been created to give users of HamNoSys a reference guide for 

they’re transcriptions. It is not a fully comprehensive guide but includes all of the 

basics and answers questions that are most commonly asked. 

 

The resources currently available for HamNoSys are for previous versions or are not 

comprehensive enough for new learners. I have pulled together parts of these 

resources and edited them to create this up-to-date guide for HamNoSys 4.0.  
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2 HamNoSys General Structure 

 

HamNoSys has an alphabet with an inventory of about 200 Symbols. 

 

General Structure: 

 

 
 

The components in the boxes with the broken border are optional i.e. Symmetry 

operator, non-manual components and location. 

 

A working example for the ISL sign: “in”: 

 

 
 

Typically if there is a symmetry operator or non-manual component it will be before 

the handshape as seen in figure 1.0
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3 Handshapes 

 

3.1 HamNoSys inventory of handshape characters (we will explain 
these later in the document) 
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3.2 Basic hand forms  

 

Can be combined with diacritic signs for thumb position  

 

And for bending.  
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3.3 Handshapes: Thumb Combinations 

Basic symbols 

 

Can be combined with diacritic signs for the width of opening  

 

And for bending (of concerned fingers).  
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3.4 Handshapes: Finger Parts – Denotations 

We use numbers to identify which finger we would like to choose 

: thumb 

: index finger 

: middle finger 

: ring finger 

: little finger 

: between 

: fingertip 

: fingernail 

: fingerpad 

: middle joint 

: base of finger 

: side of finger 
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3.5 Handshapes: Finger specifications 

Finger specifications replace default finger(s). Using the list on the previous page we 

can see that  is the pinky/little finger and is the index finger etc… 

 

Or we can specify derivations of a particular handshape (the     symbol denotes a 

hooked shape) 

 

Or we can specify concerned fingers with connections  
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3.6 Handshapes: Finger parts 

Crossing fingers are notated with finger digits (lower first) and the finger part where 

the upper finger meets the lower one (the  symbol denotes the fingers nail): 

 

 

Hidden thumb positions are notated as follows (the symbol denotes “between”): 
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4 Extended Finger orientation / Extended Finger 

Direction (EFD) 

 

3D information is split up into 2 parameters:  

1. finger base orientation; defines the orientation of hand axis  

2. palm orientation defines hand according to hand axis 
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Extended Finger Direction (EFD) 

 

These two handshapes have an identical EFD. Even though the finger points in a 

different direction, the base of the finger (the knuckle) points in the same direction for 

both handshapes:  

 

 

HamNoSys uses the EFD inventory to help orientated the hand: 
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In addition to those indicated in the figure, we can define eight intermediate directions 

between them, introducing a symbol of direction of the base of the index finger after 

another, as follows: 

  AWAY FROM THE BODY, UP AND TO THE LEFT 

  AWAY FROM THE BODY, UP AND TO THE RIGHT 

  AWAY FROM THE BODY, DOWN AND TO THE LEFT 

  AWAY FROM THE BODY, DOWN AND TO THE 

RIGHT 

  TOWARDS THE BODY, UP AND TO THE LEFT 

  TOWARDS THE BODY, UP AND TO THE RIGHT 

  TOWARDS THE BODY, DOWN AND TO THE LEFT 

  TOWARDS THE BODY, DOWN AND TO THE RIGHT  

 

Note that: is different from  
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5 Palm orientation 

The dark side of the symbol represents the palm!  

 

The orientation of the palm can take eight different values, each indicating an 

orientation of the palm around the shaft of the hand. That is, if for example the 

direction of the base of the index finger is forward, the palm can be up, down, right, 

left, or to any of four orientations intermediate between them. 

Below are some examples of the direction of the axis of the hand and palm orientation 

as this axis. 

: Address of the axis of the hand forward, palm down. 

: Direction of the axis of the hand up, palm forward. 

: Direction of the axis of the hand up, palm to the left. 

The dark part of HamNoSys symbol always represents the palms. 

In some signs, the orientation of the hand varies constantly during a drag (e.g. in wave 

motions), maintaining a constant relationship with him. To transcribe this symbol is 

used  ( ), which is introduced below the symbol of guidance. 
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For both the direction of the base of the index finger to the orientation of the palm can 

be transcribed intermediate directions between any two of those defined by the 

symbol “between” two symbols  HamNoSys. For example, in the following figure 

shows the direction midway between the left horizontal and vertical upward. The 

result is equivalent to that obtained by directly enter a symbol HamNoSys ( ). 

   

   
 

 

Transcript HamNoSys for two directions of the axis of the hand and middle 

As a mater of fact we can use this “between” symbol for everything; handshape, 

orientation, location, movements etc… 

   
 

Transcript HamNoSys for two forms of hand and middle position 
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6 Location 

6.1 Body parts 
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6.2 Inventory of location signs 

6.3 Head 

  
LEFT TO LEFT SIDE 

OF 
CENTRE 

OF 
RIGHT 

SIDE 

OF 

RIGHT TO 

  HEAD      
  ABOVE THE 

HEAD       
  FOREHEAD       
  NOSE       
  BELOW 

NOSE       
  

MOUTH(SEE 

DETAIL 

PAGE)      
  CHIN       
  BELOW CHIN       
  NECK      

 

6.4 Mouth 

  left to  left side 
of  

centre of  right side 
of  

right to  

  
mouth  

          
  

teeth  

        
  

upper lips  

        
  

upper teeth 
row          

  
upper 
surface of 
the tongue  
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  blade of 
the tongue            

  
lower 
surface of 
the tongue  

        

  
lower teeth 
row          

  
lower lips  

        
 

6.5 Pairy head locations 

 left to the 
left  

left  between 
the two  

right  right to 
the right  

  
eye brows  

          
  

upper eye 
lids          

  
eyes  

          
  

lower eye 
lids         

  
ears  

         
  

earlobes  

         
  

cheeks  

         
 

6.6 Trunk 

 
left to left side 

of 
centre of right side 

of 
right to 

  
top of 
shoulder        

 

      
  

shoulder 
line                

  
breast line  
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belly line  

              
  

abdominal 
line                

 

6.7 Upper arm (of the opposite side) 

 front side  back side  right side  left side  

  upper arm          
  

elbow  

        
 

6.8 Lower arm 

  

 The radial side refers to the side closest to the thumb 

 The Ulnar side refers to the side closest to the little finger 

 

 

 

 

 

  right and left hand  right hand  left hand 
  handback 

side  
palm side  ulnar side  radial 

side  
ulnar side  radial 

side  

  
finger tip   

 
 

  
fingernail, 
fingerpad              

  
middle joint 
of finger 
(PIP)              

  

base joint 
of 
finger(MCP
)              

 hand 
(metacarpa
ls)              

  
ball of 
thumb              

  
wrist joint 
(CMC)              
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forearm  

            
 

6.9 Lower extremities 

  left side of 
the left  

left  right side 
of the left  

left side of 
the right  

right  right side 
of the right  

  thigh              
  knee              
  shank              
  ankle              
  foot              
  tips of 

toes  
        

 

 

You may transcribe any intermediate position between two defined either by the 

symbol between two symbols ( ) HamNoSys.  

   

   
 

 

Transcription HamNoSys for two locations and their intermediate position 
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6.10 Locations:  Distance from the body (downward view of person 
and signing space) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  BEHIND THE BODY 

 CONTACT WITH BODY PART 

  CLOSE TO BODY PART STANDARD DISTANCE 

  MAXIMUM DISTANCE (EXTENDED ARM) 

 

When there is contact between the hand and a body part can be bracketed to indicate 

what exactly part of the hand contact is made (fingertip, palm / back of the hand, right 

side / left finger, etc.).. The following example shows a HamNoSys transcription, 

indicating that it should touch the forehead with the thumb. 

Representation by the sign VGuido GERMANY "and transcription 

HamNoSys 

 

 

 

7 Movements 

 
 

 

Location: On the front, 
touching the thumb 
 
 
 
: HamNoSys 

eRepresentación del 

signo por el avatar 

nte, tocando con el dedo 

pulgar 
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Movements can be: 

 

 Absolute Movements (with target location) 

o Target of movement according to target place notation; direction and size 

describe the situation as good as possible.  

o Direction and Size are redundant 

o (place move place) 

 
 Relative Movements 

o Target of movement according to direction and size of movement.  

o Direction and Size determine end point of the movement 

o  (place move) 

 

 

Movements II 

 Path Movements (optionally with target) 

o Straight Movements  

o Curved Movements  

o Wavy and Zigzag Line Movements  

o Circular Movements and derived forms  

 
 

 In-place Movements 

o Replacement of handshape and/or orientation  

o Fingerplay  (fingerplay is the “wiggling” of the fingers) 

o Wrist/forearm movements  

 
 

 Nonmanual Movements 

o Head Movements etc.  

 

 

 

The description of the movements can become quite complex and the following pages 

of this booklet are dedicated to explaining the various types of movements. 
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Movements can be defined as hand movements in space, or hand movements 

without changing their location (e.g., finger flexion). 

7.1 Hand Movements in space can be: 

7.1.1 Straight Movements 

The description of movements in a straight line follows the same principles that the 

description of the direction of the base of the forefinger, so that movements can be 

performed in the 26 different directions outlined above for the axis of the hand. For 

example, the transcription HamNoSys for a movement in a straight line corresponds 

to  upward, and forward . 

The symbols for straight movements follow the same principle as for EFD as in the 

diagram below. 

 

 
up/down/left/right   forward/back   up 45/ down 45 

 

7.1.1.1 Notation of size (use the hollow and filled circles below to denote smaller 

and bigger movements) 

Small movement (denoted by the hollow circle):  

Normal movement (denoted by the arrow only):  

Large movement (denoted by the filled circle):  
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7.1.2 Curved Movements 

Curved movements are described by two symbols; an arrow to indicate the straight 

line of movement from start to end and an arch  symbol to indicate the direction of 

the curve.  

Signs of size define the length of the movement; signs of arch direction define the 

arch's degree.  

 

In addition you can define four intermediate between these movements by introducing 

a curved movement symbol after another, as so:     

 

 

 

7.1.3 Curved Movements - Remarks 

Description of an arch:  

As one of the attributes 'to the right', 'to the left', 'above' or 'below' is applicable, the 

corresponding symbol is to be used.  

In other cases the appropriate sign is one out of two. To know which one is the right 

one, you have to consider body reference according to the straight direction of the 

symbol, i.e. you look at the situation from the right side or from above:  
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7.1.4 Wavy and Zigzag Movements  

These are described similarly to arch movements, with the basic straight movement  
and the kind of derivation .  

 

 

In previous versions of HamNoSys, zigzag and wavy line symbols could only be 

added as modifications to straight movements as shown in the above table. They may 

now also be added to arc and circular movements as shown in the table below. 

 

 

Example:  

 
Far Movement to the right, strong derivation to the front and the back in zigzag form, 

derivation decreases during movement. 
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7.1.5 Circular Movements 

Basic symbol consists of: space orientation, circular direction. 

You can define three levels of representation of circular motion: horizontal   

vertical in the plane parallel to the person   and vertical in the plane 

perpendicular to the person  . Furthermore, we can define the intermediate 

planes between them. For each of the circular movements described can define a 

direction of rotation or the opposite. You can also set the point of the circle in which 

movement begins and the point where it ends, using the following symbols:    
      .  

Below are some examples of using these symbols. 

Example 

( ): Circular motion in the direction of clockwise, 

starting and ending at the top. 

( ): Movement of three quarters in circumference in 

the direction of clockwise, starting at the top. 

( ): Movement of seven quarters in circumference 

in the direction of clockwise, starting at the top. 

Ellipses can be described well by introducing the corresponding symbols    
 after the symbol of circular motion. For example the expression   

corresponds to an ellipse displayed in front of the body, wider than high. 

Diameter size indicated by index character below the basic symbol:  

Spiral movement: 

: diameter decreases 

: diameter increases slightly  
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7.1.5.1 Circular Movements - Inventory of Symbols 

 

SAME PLANES MODEL AS FOR STRAIGHT MOVEMENT SYMBOLS 

      
      

THE ARROWS REPRESENT THE DIRECTION OF THE NORMAL VECTOR TO THE CIRCLE 

DESCRIBED BY THE SYMBOL ABOVE. 

 

HERE ARE THE SYMBOLS FOR THE DIAGONALS: 

            
              

(ONCE AGAIN, THE ARROWS REPRESENT THE DIRECTION OF THE NORMAL VECTOR TO 

THE CIRCLE DESCRIBED BY THE SYMBOL ABOVE). 

Example for the symbol : 
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7.1.6 Elliptical Movements 

 

Derived from circle 

 

: Ellipse plainly in front of the body, width bigger than height, much like a 

rugby ball on its side. 

Symbol inventory:  

: The longer axis goes from top to bottom (or body to front in the case 

of circle symbols in the horizontal plane). 

 

 
The arrow describes the axis of ellipse 
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7.2 Hand movements without changing hand location 

These may refer to: 

 Changes in the shape or orientation of the hand. The change in shape or 

orientation of the hand (either from the direction of the base of the index 

finger or the orientation of the palm), is indicated by the symbol 

, introducing the left side of the arrow shape/original orientation, and on the 

right side of the form/final orientation. This symbol is sometimes referred to 

as the “replace” symbol. 
 Movement of your wrist. The doll can repeatedly move vertically (up - 

down) by the symbol , and horizontal (right - left) by the symbol .  And 

it supports rotation movements. These symbols may also be used for head 

nods  

 Movement of fingers.  By the symbol can describe a finger movement 

called "fingerplay" (set of fingers) or the “wiggling” of the fingers. 

All movements described may be combined sequentially or in parallel. You can make 

a move after another, simply by typing in the corresponding HamNoSys symbols of 

the movements that wish to create, or repeat a movement while doing another. Below 

are some examples of the latter situation. Importantly, the use of parentheses and 

symbols   repetition to successfully deploy these movements. 

 

Example. Wrist movement during a linear or circular motion. 

: continuous rotation of the wrist to the right while drawing a circle 

in space.  

 

You can repeat a movement with the symbol:  or repeatedly  and repeat in the 

opposite direction with:  or in the same direction. Furthermore, we may indicate 

that the repetitions of the movements are declining or increasing in amplitude, or start 

at a point in ending the previous or returning to point of origin. For example, the 

expression    generates a downward motion that is repeated several times, 

each time with smaller amplitude. Similarly, the expression    also 

generates several downward movements increasingly less extensively, but in this case 

each movement begins at the point where the previous ended. 
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7.2.1 Example. Repetition of a movement as the hand moves. 

: downward movement is repeated several times while the 

hand moves to the right.   

 

 

 

: downward movement is repeated several times while 

the hand moves to the right, having increasingly less separation 

between each repetition of the movement. 

  
 

 

: downward movement is repeated several times, to a 

lesser extent each time, while the hand moves to the right. 

   

 

 

 

7.2.2 Handshape Changes: Rolling Fingers in or out one after the 
other 

 

  INDEX FINGER EXTENDS FIRST (2345) 

  THUMB EXTENDS FIRST (12345) 

  INDEX FINGER EXTENDS, FIRST THUMB LAST 

(23451) 

  LITTLE FINGER EXTENDS FIRST (54321) 

  LITTLE FINGER BENDS FIRST (54321) 

  THUMB BENDS FIRST (12345) 

Representation 
of motion 

Representation 
of motion 

Representation 
of motion 
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7.3 Repetition inventory 

 

 
 REPEATED ONCE 

 
 REPEATED TWICE 

 
 REPEATED A COUPLE OF TIMES 

 
 REPEATED ONCE, 2ND ITERATION STARTING WHERE FIRST ENDED 

 
 REPEATED A COUPLE OF TIMES, EACH ITERATION STARTING WHERE 

PREVIOUS ENDED 

 
 REPEATED IN REVERSED DIRECTION 

  
HANDS FLIP ROLES IN 2ND ITERATION (LIKE THE MIME FOR PUTTING ON 

GLOVES) (USED AT THE START OF HAMNOSYS NOTATION) 

 
7.4 Movement Modality 

 

 
 

Fast downward movement:  
Slow downward movement:  
 

7.5 Brushing & Bouncing Movement 

 

 Brushing Movement: Contact in the middle of a path  

 KAUFEN (BUY) 

 

 Bouncing Movement 

Movement to the palm and small backwards movement (bounce) 

Movement in signing space with sudden stop and small backwards 

movement (bounce) 
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7.6 Tilde-symbol 

This symbol can be used in two different contexts with two different meanings: 

 

To indicate repetition 

 appears at the end of a movement transcription (where the other repetition 

markers appear) and carries the meaning: “Do with the non-dominant hand what 

you have just done with the dominant hand, and vice versa”, e.g.: “glove”: 

...  

 If the movement is repeated with the non-dominant hand and then again repeated 

with the dominant hand, the repetition marker is added twice: ...  

 

To indicate out-of-phase movements 

 appears directly after the symmetry operators, e.g. “to sign”: ...  

7.7 This influences both the movement and the starting position. 

Note: the Symbol  is different from the symbol   which is used for relative 

orientation and is explained later in this document. 

 

7.8 Combination of actions 

 

Sequential Actions 

 

Action1  then  Action2 

  
 

Co-temporal Actions 

 

[ Action1 Action2 ] 

 
 

Fusion (fused sequential) 

 

< Action1 Action2 > 
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8 Parenthesis explained 

 
SEQUENCE/GROUP 

 
CO-TEMPORAL (SAME TIME) TRANSLATION. ALSO USED IN 2 HANDED SIGNS 

 
FUSION 

{} USED WHEN ALTERNATIVES ARE ACCEPTABLE E.G.  

| 
EITHER/OR 
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9 Two-handed Signs 

Two handed signs are detonated by symbols of symmetry at the beginning e.g. . 

 

The dominant hand is always described. Unless otherwise stated the symmetry 

operator determines that the attributes should be mirrored to the non-dominant hand. 

When we don’t want mirroring to happen we use the symbol . 

 

Symmetry operator’s inventory: 

 

 
If both hands have the same shape, orientation and location, and move in the same 

way, to transcribe the sign is enough to put the symbol of symmetry, then the 

description of the sign as if for a single hand. In this case, the hands are placed near 

each other, so that if they are to be removed, it should be noted, describing the 

location for each hand. If, however, some of the parameters between the two hands 

are different, the transcription HamNoSys has the following structure: 

Symbol Parameters for non-symmetric signs 

 [dominant hand  non-dominant hand] 

 

Example 

 

Representation of the ISL sign "Week" and 

transcription HamNoSys 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Dominant Hand 
Symbol of 

symmetry 

Non Dominant Hand 

Symbol Parameters for  

non-symmetric signs 
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9.1 Symmetries 

Palm orientations always laterally equal (i.e. e.g. thumbs pointing to e.o.). The lateral 

orientation of the hand is always the same (e.g. thumbs are opposing each other on the 

same level) 

 

identical with  

Extended finger directions: Left and right flipped by  etc., otherwise they remain 

the same. 

 

Symmetries: Movement 

SYMBOL FLIPS THE 

MARKED 

DIRECTIONS: 

LEFT/RIGHT  UP/DOWN  AWAY FROM / 

TOWARDS 

BODY 

    
  ✔   

  ✔  

  ✔ ✔  

    ✔ 

  ✔  ✔ 

   ✔ ✔ 

 ✔ ✔ ✔ 
9.2 Mixed Case: 2 handed movements with both hands involved, 

only one in movement 

 With symmetry symbol, but movement description like ...  

 No symmetry symbol, but ... ...  for handshape/direction (and optionally 

location), e.g.  

 Permutation of roles of dom/nondom 

o with symmetry symbol: ...  

o without:  instead of symmetry symbol 
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9.3 Two-handed Locations 

The following HamNosys examples do not include handshape and hand position 

parameters. If you wish to use the examples you must add these parameters. 

 

 

 Same notation as in the one-handed case 

o  Hands side by side (with a certain distance) 

o  Nondom hand on the opposite side of the body 

 

 Hands tied together 

o  Hands side by side contacting each other, without contact to 

the body 

o  Same as before, but with contact to the body 

 

 Separate notations 

o  Nondom with reference to the body, dom positioned 

relative to non-dom 

 

 Contact specified in more detail 

o  This form also allows one hand on top of the other 

 
 

9.4 Contacts in Hand Configurations 

 In addition to  the following symbols are available: 

 

o  Interlocking 

 

o  Crossing 
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10 "Sign sentences" in HamNoSys 

 

HamNoSys primarily describes single signs. We can extend this to a full sentence but 

we are limited to: 

 sequential execution of signs 

 punctuation marks (sentence boundary marks) 

Inventory: 

 sequential execution (fusion, compound) 

, sequential execution (sequentially performed gestures) 

. sentence boundary, neutral facial expression 

?! sentence boundary, with some facial expression 

 place holder for sign-level facial expression 
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11 Relative Orientation (some examples) 

Relative orientation means that the relation of the extended finger orientation or of the 

palm orientation to the path of the movement remains the same – either it is parallel 

with it or orthogonal to it. To abbreviate the notation of such signs in which the 

orientation changes constantly during the movement (e.g. in signs with a zigzag or a 

wavy movement), a new subscript is introduced:    

 

Shorter and more natural notation 

 

BALL  
HOUSE  
BOX   
WAVES     

 

In signs which exhibit a change from relative orientation to absolute orientation (we 

think that there are only few examples of this type), the notation will look as follows: 

 (no gloss – fantasy-sign) 

 

Note: Another option would have been to use another symbol (e.g. the “natural sign”) 

to indicate the change back to absolute orientation. 
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12 Under-specification 

Un(der)specified handshapes and handshape groups 

 

12.1 Un(der)specified handshape 

A new subscript was introduced in HamNoSys 4.0 which can be added to the non-

dominant-hand symbol:  In one-handed signs, it means that the hand is relaxed: 

any handshape between a half-open fist (with or without contact of the thumb and the 

fingers) and a slightly bent/curved 5-hand or flat hand. 

 

In two-handed signs, it means that the non-dominant hand is either relaxed or that it 

copies the handshape of the dominant hand. 

 

12.2 Underspecified handshapes (handshape groups) 

The same subscript can be used with basically any handshape (although it should be 

added to the less marked handshapes more so) to signify that not necessarily the 

handshape notated is to be performed but anything within a certain range of that 

handshape, e.g.: 

 may imply, for example { | | | | |etc.} 
 

 relaxed handshape or copy of dominant handshape  

 

12.3 Underspecified orientation 

The introduced for underspecified handshapes can also be used with the orientation 

symbols to signify that not necessarily the orientation notated is to be performed but 

anything within a certain range of that orientation, e.g.  

  may imply: { | | } 

12.4 Underspecified locations 

The subscript introduced for underspecified handshapes can also be used with the 

location symbols to signify that the area in which a sign is performed is larger than 

normal, e.g.: 

as a location may imply, for example { | | |etc.} 

 

Note: Any location symbol refers to a certain area; adding the subscript signifies that 

the respective area is enlarged. What the exact range of an area is depends on each 

location (symbol); i.e. the nose with the subscript covers an area which is significantly 

smaller than an area covered by a body location symbol with the subscript. 
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12.5 Non-specified repetitions in space 

In some signs, repetition can be in a non-specific manner, e.g. a sign can be repeated 

at various locations – where exactly is not important. For this we will use the same 

subscript as for the underspecified handshapes 

but add it as a subscript to the repetition symbol, e.g.: 
 

 Small repeated left-right movement, repeatedly 

executed somewhere in the head region  
 

Note: In this notation there is no specification on which line or plane the repetition is 

performed. If one wants to indicate the plane in which the repetition takes place this 

can be done by using the symbols for horizontal and vertical plane respectively, e.g. 
 

GIVE (on a horizontal plane, e.g. to various people) 

 
GIVE (on a vertical plane, e.g. to God and the devil, among others) 

 

 

If the movement is repeated at random but always uses the same target location, the 

notation will look as follows: 
 

 (something like: “several people coming towards the signer from 

different directions”) 
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13 Non-manual Components in HamNoSys 

 

Non-manual components are not developed sufficiently for HamNoSys. Up to now 

movements of other articulating parts than hands have to be described with the known 

movement inventory of HamNoSys. Necessary detailed description can not be done at 

present. 

 

For every movement, the hand being the default articulator can be substituted by other 

body parts:  . This does not allow, however, the notation of small 

facial movements: 

 No symbols for opening and closing 

 Not all parts of the face are available as symbols 

Mouth pictures cannot be captured in enough detail with HamNoSys. 

 

 

examples: 

shoulder shudder on the left side 

 

even movement to the right of hand and elbow 

 

movement of the head 45° to the right 

 

 

 

14 Co-reference 

For the transcription of texts one may wish to use variables for certain locations to 

which the hand returns later on in the narration. These locations will be numbered 

(12345). When a location is used for the first time it will be tagged, i.e. after the 

movement symbol a number will appear in a rectangular:  

 

When, later on, the same location is used (as target location etc), the number will 

appear in a circle . 
 

In double-handed signs, notated with a symmetry operator, reference to the location of 

the dominant hand will be with the circle and reference to the location of the non-

dominant hand will be with the circle in combination with the non-dominant hand 

symbol . 
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Example of valid HamNoSys that’s not accepted by ESIGNeditor 

 
 

15 HamNoSys resources 

 

hamnosysunicode font http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools 

 

ESignEditor and JASigning  http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools 

 

Ilex http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/ilex/ ilex@sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de  

 

Ham2HPSG http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools 

 

16 Document resources 

Rubén San-Segundo Hernández. (no year).  Improvement and expansion of a system 

for translating text to Sign Language, Chapter 5: Representation of the signs. 

http://lorien.die.upm.es/~lapiz/  

 

Prillwitz, S., Leven, R., Zienert, H., Hanke, T. and Henning, J. (1989). HamNoSys. 

Version 2.0: Hamburg Notation System for Sign Languages. An introductory guide. 

Hamburg: Signum. 

 

Hanke, T. (2007). HamNoSys- Hamburg Notation System for Sign Languages, 

presentation slides. 

 

Schmaling, C. et al. HamNoSys 4.0, University of Hamburg. http://www.sign-

lang.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hns4.0/englisch/hns4.pdf 

 

HamNoSys 3.0 user guide (online resource) http://www.sign-lang.uni-

hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hamnosyserklaerungen/englisch/contents.html  

 

 

 

 

 

http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools
http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/ilex/
mailto:ilex@sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de
http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/SiGML_Tools
http://lorien.die.upm.es/~lapiz/
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hns4.0/englisch/hns4.pdf
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hns4.0/englisch/hns4.pdf
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hamnosyserklaerungen/englisch/contents.html
http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/projekte/hamnosys/hamnosyserklaerungen/englisch/contents.html
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17 Appendix 1 (ISL Examples) 

 

ENGLISH HAMNOSYS TRANSCRIPTION INSTRUCTIONS 

AFTERNOON 

  

USE THE ROUNDED BRACKETS TO SHOW A MOVEMENT 

ALL HAPPENS AT ONCE. IN THIS EXAMPLE THE ARROW  

 TELLS US TO REPLACE THE EFD, PALM 

ORIENTATION AND HAND POSITION FROM THIS 

 TO THIS  

COME 

  
THIS IS THE SOLUTION TO MY LATEST PROBLEM. HOW DO I 

GET THE HANDS TO MOVE AROUND EACH OTHER IN 

ALTERNATE MOTION. THIS SIGN  WAS THE KEY 

IN  

THIS SQUARE BRACKET IS HOW TO APPLY DIFFERENT 

HANDSHAPE/EFD/PALM 

ORIENTATION/LOCATION/MOVEMENT TO THE LEFT 

AND RIGHT HAND (FIRST IS THE RIGHT HAND, LEFT IS 

SECOND). THIS WAS ANOTHER PROBLEM THAT TOOK 

ME A LOT OF TIME TO DISCOVER THE SOLUTION. 

MORNING  

IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE A MIDDLE GROUND BETWEEN 2 

HANDSHAPE/EFD/PALM ORIENTATION/LOCATIONS 

BUT YOU CAN USE THIS FOR MOVEMENT…WELL IT 

DOESN’T WORK FOR ME.  

 THIS HNS MEANS THE FINGERS ARE NOT 
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TOTALLY STRAIGHT NOR ARE THEY FULLY 

CURVED…THEY ARE SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN. 
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18 Appendix 2 (DGS Examples) 

The following is a transcription of an examplary text in the German sign language 

(DGS). Although this transcription was don’t in HamNoSys 2.0, it still has much to 

offer us as a good example of how HamNoSys should be used not only at word level 

but sentence level as well. 

 

Pay close attention to the symbols used in these examples. They are from HamNoSys 

version 2.0…which means some of the symbols are now redundant. The most obvious 

being the wrist symbols which are not used any more. Most movements of 

the wrist can be achieved using the symbols  (see section 7 for more 

information). 
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19 Appendix 3 (Full HamNoSys inventory) 

Some of the symbols below are no longer used in HamNoSys 4.0 or 4.1.  

 

  
UCS-
1997 UCS HamNoSys Octet HNS-name 

1 U+F009 U+0009    9 tab 

2 U+F00A U+000A   10 linefeed 

3 U+F00C U+000C 
  12 pagebreak 

4 U+F00D U+000D   13 return 

5 U+FFFF U+E0F1  20 hamversion40 

6 U+F020 U+0020   32 hamspace 

7 U+F021 U+0021 ! 33 hamexclaim 

8 U+F022 U+003F ? 34 hamquery 

9 U+F023 U+002E . 35 hamfullstop 

10 U+F024 U+002C , 36 hamcomma 

11 U+F025 U+E0E7  37 hamplus 

12 U+F026 U+007C | 38 hammetaalt 

13 U+F027 U+E0B0  39 hamclocku 

14 U+F028 U+E0B1  40 hamclockul 

15 U+F029 U+E0B2  41 hamclockl 

16 U+F02A U+E0B3  42 hamclockdl 

17 U+F02B U+E0B4  43 hamclockd 

18 U+F02C U+E0B5  44 hamclockdr 
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19 U+F02D U+E0B6  45 hamclockr 

20 U+F02E U+E0B7  46 hamclockur 

21 U+F02F U+E0B8  47 hamclockfull 

22 U+F030 U+E0E8  48 hamsymmpar 

23 U+F031 U+E0E9  49 hamsymmlr 

24 U+F032 U+E000  50 hamfist 

25 U+F033 U+E001  51 hamflathand 

26 U+F034 U+E002  52 hamfinger2 

27 U+F035 U+E003  53 hamfinger23 

28 U+F036 U+E004  54 hamfinger23spread 

29 U+F037 U+E005  55 hamfinger2345 

30 U+F038 U+E00C    56 hamthumboutmod 

31 U+F039 U+E00D    57 hamthumbacrossmod 

32 U+F03A U+E006  58 hampinch12 

33 U+F03B U+E007  59 hampinchall 

34 U+F03C U+E008  60 hampinch12open 

35 U+F03D U+E009  61 hamcee12 

36 U+F03E U+E00A  62 hamceeall 

37 U+F03F U+E00B  63 hamceeopen 

38 U+F040 U+E00E    64 hamthumbopenmod 

39 U+F041 U+E010   65 hamfingerstraightmod 
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40 U+F042 U+E011    66 hamfingerbendmod 

41 U+F043 U+E012    67 hamfingerhookmod 

42 U+F044 U+E0EA  68 hamnondominant 

43 U+FFFF U+E013    69 hamdoublebent 

44 U+FFFF U+E014    70 hamdoublehooked 

45 U+F048 U+E020  72 hamextfingeru 

46 U+F049 U+E021  73 hamextfingerur 

47 U+F04A U+E022  74 hamextfingerr 

48 U+F04B U+E023  75 hamextfingerdr 

49 U+F04C U+E024  76 hamextfingerd 

50 U+F04D U+E025  77 hamextfingerdl 

51 U+F04E U+E026  78 hamextfingerl 

52 U+F04F U+E027  79 hamextfingerul 

53 U+F050 U+E028  80 hamextfingerol 

54 U+F051 U+E029  81 hamextfingero 

55 U+F052 U+E02A  82 hamextfingeror 

56 U+F053 U+E02B  83 hamextfingeril 

57 U+F054 U+E02C  84 hamextfingeri 

58 U+F055 U+E02D  85 hamextfingerir 

59 U+F056 U+E02E  86 hamextfingerui 

60 U+F057 U+E02F  87 hamextfingerdi 
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61 U+F058 U+E030  88 hamextfingerdo 

62 U+F059 U+E031  89 hamextfingeruo 

63 U+FFFF U+E048  93 hamearlobe 

64 U+FFFF U+E046  94 hamnostrils 

65 U+FFFF U+E050  95 hamshouldertop 

66 U+F060 U+E038  96 hampalmu 

67 U+F061 U+E039  97 hampalmur 

68 U+F062 U+E03A  98 hampalmr 

69 U+F063 U+E03B  99 hampalmdr 

70 U+F064 U+E03C  100 hampalmd 

71 U+F065 U+E03D  101 hampalmdl 

72 U+F066 U+E03E  102 hampalml 

73 U+F067 U+E03F  103 hampalmul 

74 U+F068 U+E0AA  104 hamreplace 

75 U+F069 U+E0D4  105 hamarmextended 

76 U+F06A U+E0D5  106 hambehind 

77 U+FFFF U+E0EC    107 hametc 

78 U+FFFF U+E0ED   108 hamorirelative 

79 U+FFFF U+E04B  109 hamtongue 

80 U+FFFF U+E04C  110 hamteeth 

81 U+F06F U+E053  111 hamstomach 
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82 U+F070 U+E05F  112 hamneutralspace 

83 U+F071 U+E040  113 hamhead 

84 U+F072 U+E041  114 hamheadtop 

85 U+F073 U+E042  115 hamforehead 

86 U+F074 U+E043  116 hameyebrows 

87 U+F075 U+E044  117 hameyes 

88 U+F076 U+E045  118 hamnose 

89 U+F077 U+E047  119 hamear 

90 U+F078 U+E049  120 hamcheek 

91 U+F079 U+E04A  121 hamlips 

92 U+F07A U+E04D  122 hamchin 

93 U+F07B U+E04E  123 hamunderchin 

94 U+F07C U+E04F  124 hamneck 

95 U+F07D U+E051  125 hamshoulders 

96 U+F07E U+E052  126 hamchest 

97 U+F080 U+E054  128 hambelowstomach 

98 U+F081 U+E058  129 hamlrbeside 

99 U+F082 U+E059  130 hamlrat 

100 U+F083 U+E060  131 hamupperarm 

101 U+F084 U+E061  132 hamelbow 

102 U+F085 U+E062  133 hamelbowinside 
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103 U+F086 U+E063  134 hamlowerarm 

104 U+F087 U+E064  135 hamwristback 

105 U+F088 U+E065  136 hamwristpulse 

106 U+F089 U+E066  137 hamthumbball 

107 U+F08A U+E067  138 hampalm 

108 U+F08B U+E068  139 hamhandback 

109 U+F08C U+E070  140 hamthumb 

110 U+F08D U+E071  141 hamindexfinger 

111 U+F08E U+E072  142 hammiddlefinger 

112 U+F08F U+E073  143 hamringfinger 

113 U+F090 U+E074  144 hampinky 

114 U+F091 U+E069  145 hamthumbside 

115 U+F092 U+E06A  146 hampinkyside 

116 U+F093 U+E0E6  147 hambetween 

117 U+F094 U+E075  148 hamfingertip 

118 U+F095 U+E076  149 hamfingernail 

119 U+F096 U+E077  150 hamfingerpad 

120 U+F097 U+E078  151 hamfingermidjoint 

121 U+F098 U+E079  152 hamfingerbase 

122 U+F099 U+E07A  153 hamfingerside 

123 U+F09A U+E07C  154 hamwristtopulse 
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124 U+F09B U+E07D  155 hamwristtoback 

125 U+F09C U+E07E  156 hamwristtothumb 

126 U+F09D U+E07F  157 hamwristtopinky 

127 U+FFFF U+E05A    158 hamcoreftag 

128 U+F09F U+E05B    159 hamcorefref 

129 U+F0A0 U+E0AF  160 hamnomotion 

130 U+F0A1 U+E080  161 hammoveu 

131 U+F0A2 U+E081  162 hammoveur 

132 U+F0A3 U+E082  163 hammover 

133 U+F0A4 U+E083  164 hammovedr 

134 U+F0A5 U+E084  165 hammoved 

135 U+F0A6 U+E085  166 hammovedl 

136 U+F0A7 U+E086  167 hammovel 

137 U+F0A8 U+E087  168 hammoveul 

138 U+F0A9 U+E088  169 hammoveol 

139 U+F0AA U+E089  170 hammoveo 

140 U+F0AB U+E08A  171 hammoveor 

141 U+F0AC U+E08B  172 hammoveil 

142 U+F0AD U+E08C  173 hammovei 

143 U+F0AE U+E08D  174 hammoveir 

144 U+F0AF U+E08E  175 hammoveui 
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145 U+F0B0 U+E08F  176 hammovedi 

146 U+F0B1 U+E090  177 hammovedo 

147 U+F0B2 U+E091  178 hammoveuo 

148 U+F0B3 U+E0AD  179 hammovecross 

149 U+F0B4 U+E0AE  180 hammoveX 

150 U+F0B5 U+E0C6    181 hamsmallmod 

151 U+F0B6 U+E0C7    182 hamlargemod 

152 U+F0B7 U+E0B9  183 hamarcl 

153 U+F0B8 U+E0BA  184 hamarcu 

154 U+F0B9 U+E0BB  185 hamarcr 

155 U+F0BA U+E0BC  186 hamarcd 

156 U+F0BB U+E0BD  187 hamwavy 

157 U+F0BC U+E0BE  188 hamzigzag 

158 U+F0BD U+E0A4  189 hamfingerplay 

159 U+F0BE U+E0E2  190 hamparbegin 

160 U+F0BF U+E0E3  191 hamparend 

161 U+F0C0 U+E092  192 hamcircleo 

162 U+F0C1 U+E093  193 hamcirclei 

163 U+F0C2 U+E094  194 hamcircled 

164 U+F0C3 U+E095  195 hamcircleu 

165 U+F0C4 U+E096  196 hamcirclel 
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166 U+F0C5 U+E097  197 hamcircler 

167 U+F0C6 U+E0C4  198 hamincreasing 

168 U+F0C7 U+E0C5  199 hamdecreasing 

169 U+F0C8 U+E0D0  200 hamclose 

170 U+F0C9 U+E0D1  201 hamtouch 

171 U+F0CA U+E0D2  202 haminterlock 

172 U+F0CB U+E0D3  203 hamcross 

173 U+F0CC U+E0C8  204 hamfast 

174 U+F0CD U+E0C9  205 hamslow 

175 U+F0CE U+E0CA  206 hamtense 

176 U+F0CF U+E0CB  207 hamrest 

177 U+F0D0 U+E0CC  208 hamhalt 

178 U+F0D1 U+E0D8  209 hamrepeatfromstart 

179 U+F0D2 U+E0D9  210 hamrepeatfromstartseveral 

180 U+F0D3 U+E0DA  211 hamrepeatcontinue 

181 U+F0D4 U+E0DB  212 hamrepeatcontinueseveral 

182 U+F0D5 U+E0E0  213 hamseqbegin 

183 U+F0D6 U+E0E1  214 hamseqend 

184 U+F0D7 U+E0DD  215 hamalternatingmotion 

185 U+F0D8 U+E0DC  216 hamrepeatreverse 

186 U+FFFF U+E0D6  217 hambrushing 
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187 U+FFFF U+E0EB  218 hamnonipsi 

188 U+F0DC U+E0C0  220 hamellipseh 

189 U+F0DD U+E0C1  221 hamellipseur 

190 U+F0DE U+E0C2  222 hamellipsev 

191 U+F0DF U+E0C3  223 hamellipseul 

192 U+F0E0 U+E0F0  224 hammime 

193 U+FFFF U+007B { 225 hamaltbegin 

194 U+FFFF U+007D } 226 hamaltend 

195 U+FFFF U+E0A5  227 hamnodding 

196 U+FFFF U+E0A6  228 hamswinging 

197 U+FFFF U+E0A7  229 hamtwisting 

198 U+FFFF U+E0A8  230 hamstircw 

199 U+FFFF U+E0A9  231 hamstirccw 

200 U+FFFF U+E0E4  236 hamfusionbegin 

201 U+FFFF U+E0E5  237 hamfusionend 

202 U+F0F0 U+E098  240 hamcircleul 

203 U+F0F1 U+E099  241 hamcircledr 

204 U+F0F2 U+E09A  242 hamcircleur 

205 U+F0F3 U+E09B  243 hamcircledl 

206 U+F0F4 U+E09C  244 hamcircleol 

207 U+F0F5 U+E09D  245 hamcircleir 
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208 U+F0F6 U+E09E  246 hamcircleor 

209 U+F0F7 U+E09F  247 hamcircleil 

210 U+F0F8 U+E0A0  248 hamcircleui 

211 U+F0F9 U+E0A1  249 hamcircledo 

212 U+F0FA U+E0A2  250 hamcircleuo 

213 U+F0FB U+E0A3  251 hamcircledi 

214 U+F0FE U+00FE þ 254 hamnbs 

 


